Portrait of

Robert M. White

(in the style of Gertrude Stein)

One for whom many were working was one who was always working. One for whom many were certainly working was one who was completely working. One for whom many were working was one who was certainly working. One for whom many were working was one who was certainly completely always working.

One for whom many were working was one bringing out of himself something. One who was always bringing out of himself something was always expanding. One who was expanding always bringing out of himself something was certainly rising. One for whom certainly many were working was one who had been all his living expanding. One who was always working was certainly always rising. One for whom certainly many were working was one who had been all his living rising.

Something had been coming out of him, always it had been coming out of him, always it was something and it was a balancing thing, a controlling thing, a containing thing, a permitting thing.

This one was working then and something was certainly coming out, this one was one who had never been one who was not growing. This one for whom many were working was one who had never been one who was not always expanding and controlling and permitting. This one who was always bringing out of himself something was one who had never not been growing, this one who was completely expanding. This one was one who was always working.

This one was one working having something balancing come out of him. This one for whom many were always working was having something come out of him that was a promoting thing, an uncontainable thing, an overwhelming thing, a circulating thing. This one who was one who was always promoting flowing was always flowing around, being an overwhelming one to contain, overwhelming to contain like the ocean, being even more a containing one like the atmosphere, a sparsely containing one like the atmosphere. He liked the ocean. He especially liked the atmosphere. This one did his working in fluid circulation. Such a one was one who was certainly needing always to be doing work.
This one was one who was always needing to be rising by doing work. This one was always needing to be one who was rising. This one was one who was always needing to be working so as to be one who was gaining. This one was loving eating. This one who certainly was eating was one needing this eating to be gaining so as to be one having some way of being always adding. One for whom many were working was one who was certainly working for each additional one. One for whom some were completely working was one who was certainly working for everyone else.

One for whom many were working was one who was always accepting all responsibilities. This one who was always working was one who had never not been accepting all responsibilities. This one who was always needing to be one for whom many were always working was one who was always accepting responsibilities and he was one needing always to be working for everyone else. This one was one who was happy working.

This one who was happy working was one for whom most were happy working because he was dependably growing, controlling but usually spaciously permitting, dependably accepting all responsibility. This one was one for whom some were unhappy working because there was too much always changing.

This one was never not working. This one did always have something balancing expanding from him. He always did have power coming out of him. He was working, he was not ever completely bending. He did have some leaning. He was expanding, and many were certainly working. They were always being included in his balancing. He was one having something coming out of him something gaining containing. He was always completely working.
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